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Lemanik Spring  

Quarterly investors’ letter – June 2020 

 

Dear investors, 

During the second quarter of 2020, Lemanik Spring delivered an exceptionally positive return in line with 

underlying reference markets, and outperformed significantly in risk-adjusted terms in May and June. The 

unprecedented monetary and fiscal measures announced globally, and the gradual easing of mobility 

restrictions in all the key countries, promoted a substantial recovery of sentiment in the market. Moreover, the 

extraordinary rebound of the oil price started in the last decade of April, with the Brent up more than 120% and 

the WTI up 300% since then, prepared the ground for a material stabilization of fundamentals in a large share 

of the Energy sector and in many other related sectors. 

Volatility (as measured by the EUR retail class) remained at levels never observed before 2020, moving from 

15.14% to 16.91% on an annual basis, compared to the expected maximum level of 3%. It’s a tangible sign of 

the extraordinary circumstances created by the pandemic, as shown in March by the huge spike observed in 

implied equity volatility measures, such as the VIX index, or credit volatility indicators, like the VTRAC-X, which 

moved to unprecedented levels. On a quarterly basis, however, volatility is coming down very rapidly, in line 

the overall market. 

The credit portfolio (ALM +TR) delivered a very positive return (in euro terms) of about +11.43% in the 

quarter, which compares extremely well with the behavior of the reference markets (50% EM HY, 50% DM 

HY), up on average + 12.18% in euro terms. The portfolio sensitivity to market (94%) has been significantly 

above the level (25%) that the ratio between Spring and market spread duration during the period (1.0y vs 

4.0y) would imply. 

The ALM portfolio generated an even higher return of about +12.49% in euro terms, with an implied sensitivity 

of 103% to underlying reference markets, way above the expected sensitivity of 39% based on the ratio 

between the average spread duration in the quarter (1.55y) and market spread duration (4y). The relative 

performance has been very positive primarily because of the general outperformance of the short-term part of 

the curve in all the different HY markets, as shown, for instance, by the ratio between the return of 0-3y US 

HY and the return of US HY overall, which stood at about 70% despite a spread duration ratio of about one 

third. Another positive factor was the significant outperformance of the Nordic HY market (+19.24% in euro 

terms), and of Norwegian HY in particular (+26.24%), which is a big share of Spring’ investments (32%), and 

more than compensated the significant underweight in EM HY. 

The very positive performance registered in Q220, together with slightly higher volatility, improved significantly 

the annual efficiency ratios, which still remain in negative territory. 

Short-dated interest rates kept falling during the quarter both in the US (2y swap from 0.49% to 0.23%), and 

Europe (2y swap from -0.32% to -0.38%); peripheral spreads tightened rapidly, in Italy and Spain in particular, 
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where the broader diffusion of the pandemic, and the stricter mitigation measures adopted as a consequence, 

had projected dramatic effects from a macro standpoint, and the relief coming from the easing has been 

consequently regarded as larger. The European debate about the Recovery Fund, and massive intervention 

from the ECB, implemented with some deviations from the capital key, sent a very important political message 

of rising integration to the investor base. 

The performance of Equity markets was clearly extremely positive both in DM (SPX: +19.95%, EUROSTOXX 

50: +16.05%, NKY: +17.82%), and EM countries (MSCI EM +17.27%). 

Regarding the DM High Yield market, the performance was extremely positive everywhere, stronger in Europe 

(+11.30% local, +11.29% in euro, STW -236 bps) than in the US (+9.61% in local terms, +9.27% in euro, STW 

-224 bps), with average tightening equal to about 45-50% of the widening registered in Q1. EM hard currency 

HY outperformed by a significant margin (+14.46% local, +14.10% euro, STW -381), with a larger retracement 

(60%) of the Q1 widening; even more surprising taking into account the modest EM FX appreciation (JPM 

EMCI +1.71% versus -12.94% in Q1). Among the satellite HY markets, Norwegian HY was significantly ahead 

of any other market (+26.93% local, +26.24% euro), while Swedish HY underperformed in relative terms 

(+9.41% local, +9.20% euro). 

The Fund’ AUM trend showed a stabilization in the quarter, with assets unchanged at 108 € million. 

On the back of significant capital appreciation, the average yield to worst (YTW) of Spring ALM portfolio fell 

materially compared to the end of March, 14.42% currently versus 21.79% at the end of March. It is still one 

of the highest levels ever recorder under the strategy, and it compares favourably with the reference markets, 

yielding today about 6% with a duration of about 4y, 2.5x SPRING’ spread duration. The weighted average 

price rose from 81 to 89.58, and the share of securities marked at prices below 50 (judged by the market as 

exposed to imminent risks of a credit event) decreased to 3.11% from 3.24%. Excluding these securities, the 

weighted average price goes up to 91.41 and the average portfolio YTW moves down to 13.88% from 19.38% 

at the end of March. Excluding also the share of securities marked at prices between 50 and 70, accounting 

today for 3.59% of the AUM, the weighted average price goes up to 92.52 and the average YTW moves down 

to 12.83% in euro terms. 

The ALM portfolio is invested 99.15% compared to 89.22% at the end of March. Spread duration contribution 

is currently 1.53y, slightly higher compared to last quarter (1.48y) because of the higher investment level, while 

average spread duration is down (1.54y versus 1.66y) because of passage of time. The time-weighted yield 

to worst, where the contribution of each single security is recalculated in proportion to its residual life, moved 

from 18.82% at the end of March to 12.90% today, lower compared to the traditional YTW because of the 

residual HY credit curve inversion. Again, excluding securities marked <50, the TWYTW is lower and equal to 

12.31%, while excluding also the 50-70 price bucket it is equal to 11.31%. All measures of yield are expressed 

in euro-equivalent terms, net of FX forward points. 

 The number of securities rose, moving from 225 to 237, like the number of issuers (from 214 to 223) and both 

factors provide benefits in terms of diversification and granularity. The denomination currencies are still five in 

total, while the number of countries moved up from 44 to 48. FX risk is entirely hedged as usual. 
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With regard to the TR portfolio, following a remarkable positive contribution in Q1 (+330 bps), the cumulative 

performance during the second quarter was negative overall (-106 bps), and the portfolio was negative 

especially in April and May because of the bearish tilt of the portfolio in a recovering market. The performance 

was about 76% driven (-81 bps) by the directional adjustments to the Fund overall spread duration indicated 

by our DDM (Dynamic Duration Model) which, by reducing risk via ITRAXX XO 5Y and CDX HY 5y, 

generated significant losses in each of the 3 months. These losses, however, are definitely lower than the 

gains generated by the same bucket, the DDM, in Q1 (+119 bps). Relative value trades generated a much 

smaller negative contribution (-25 bps, 24% of total TR losses), compared to the significant gains generated 

in Q1 (+211 bps), and the losses were almost entirely related to k structure trades (-23 bps), and in particular 

to the long-short position in European Financials, long risk ITRX SNRFIN 5Y short risk ITRX SUBFIN 5Y. 

Another negative contribution, albeit smaller, came from the directional trades not DDM related (single longs 

and single short), down 7 bps in the quarter compared to a gain of 43 bps in Q1. Decompression trades, on 

the contrary, generated a gain (+8 bps) due to reopening of long risk ITRX MAIN 5Y short risk ITRX XOVER 

5Y during the month of June.  

The net positioning of the TR portfolio at the end of June is still short risk, given that our DDM (Dynamic 

Duration Model) indicates a spread duration target at the bottom of the range (1.0y), and clearly lower 

than the one contributed by the ALM portfolio (1.53Y). The TR portfolio has a gross exposure of 81.76%, up 

from 41.76% last quarter on the back of the reopening of European decompression trades and new short-risk 

positions in CDX EM 5Y (long risk a few days ago) and BRAZIL 5Y CDS; a net short risk exposure of 17.48% 

(12.85% before), and a negative net spread duration positioning at -0.67y (-0.47Y before). Net carry is 

negative, about 124 bps in annual terms. 

The outlook for Spring is good in absolute and relative terms, with attractive return potential at the Fund level 

(ALM + TR): the net yield (13.06%), the sum of ALM portfolio YTW and TR portfolio negative carry, is still very 

high both in historical perspective and relatively to the market, continuing to incorporate some residual 

distortions among the different HY markets in terms of curve shape and relative liquidity premiums. Further 

intervention from central banks and governments, progress in dealing with the pandemic, and the on-going 

reversal of all of the trends that massively penalized the portfolio in March, should continue to support the 

performance. Net spread duration at the Fund Level is 0.87y at the end of the June, while interest rate duration 

is 0.86y. Excluding the bonds with a market price below 50, the Fund net yield is 12.64% in euro terms, while 

excluding all bonds with a price below 70 the net yield is equal to 11.59% in euro terms. 

 

Fabrizio Biondo 


